
Second Class Work –2nd of June 

Miss Mc Fadden’s and Ms. Mc Garvey’s 2nd Class 

(suggested work if you have completed work already given) 

 

Hello to everyone!  

We hope that you are enjoying the beautiful weather. You may 

have been lucky enough to have made a trip to the beach over the 

weekend. If so, those are memories you will treasure forever.  

This is a short week so we have a little less work for you but 

remember if you are meeting up with a few friends make sure to 

stay outside and stay 2m apart.  

Thank you for sending in your work last week. The work on money 

was great and we hope you enjoyed reading about the four little 

boys!  

Please continue to send in some photos of things that you are 

enjoying. If your parents have any questions they can email us and 

we will get back to them as quickly as possible.  

Have a good week, take care and stay safe, 

 

Ms. Mc Garvey and Miss Mc Fadden 

 

e-mails:              

amcgarveysaran@gmail.com                                

bmcfaddensaran@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:amcgarveysaran@gmail.com
mailto:bmcfaddensaran@gmail.com


English 

Reading: The Twits – Pgs 50- 68 

 No Bird Pie for Mr Twit, The House, Still no Bird Pie for Mr Twit, Mr and 

Mrs Twit go off to buy Guns, Muggle-Wump has an Idea, The Great Glue 

Painting Begins, The Carpet goes on the Ceiling. 

 Reading and Comprehension Booklet - begin on Page 215 and do one 

piece of reading and questions each day, you will have the book 

finished then, well done! (Mrs Leahy’s group working on different 

pages) 

 

Writing: Twits Booklet  

 Vocabulary (Pg 16+17 of booklet) 

 Stop, Think Recap Questions Pg 18 

 Vocabulary Page 19 

 

* Handwriting – continue with one sentence per day in free writing copy 

 

 

 

 Take a break from the spellings for this week! 

                                                             

 

 

 

 



Maths 

Money 

Remember – Money comes in 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 20c, 50c, 1euro and 2euro coins 

100cent = 1euro 

200cent = 2euro 

This time we are counting as far as 200c and giving change from €2……be 

careful! 

When giving change we count on. If the item cost €1.55 we know that we just 

need to reach to 200 so it is like counting on from 55 to 100 (even though we 

know we are counting from 155 to 200). However, if the item cost €0.65 we 

need to count on from 65 to 100 and add the extra euro that makes it add up 

to €2. 

 Busy at Maths Pgs 134+135 

 Maths Shadow Book Pgs 44+45 

 

** For Busy at Maths Interactive activities on money 

 Go to cjfallon.ie, click on parent/student resources, tick the boxes 

primary, second, maths, Busy at Maths 2, interactive, go to page 7 at 

the bottom, pages 134 and 135 and then click on the eye for games. 

 

If you could gather up coins into a little bowl and use them for doing the 

activities in Busy at Maths it would be of great practical help to the children. 

You could even set up a little shop and practice giving change from €2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gaeilge 

 

 Bua na Cainte Litriú Pg 136+137,  Siopadóireacht Pgs 98+99 (Story and 

translation below go with page 99) 

For Bua na Cainte work you can google – www.edco.ie/bua. Choose either pc 

or mac and click on download/install. The password and username are both – 

trial 

 

 

Story – King of the Birds 

Owl –   Who is the king of the birds? 

Eagle - Me the eagle. I’m the king of the birds. 

Crow -  Me the crow. I’m the king of the birds. 

  I am the best bird. 

Blackbird- Me the blackbird. I’m the king of the birds. 

Robin -  Me the robin. I’m the king of the birds. 

Cuckoo -  Me the cuckoo. I’m the king of the birds. 

http://www.edco.ie/bua


Eagle -  You are not king of the birds. Your too small. 

Owl -  We will have a race. The kings of the birds is the bird who is best at 

flying. 

Eagle -  I will win. 

Crow -  I will win. 

Blackird -  I will win. 

Robin -  I will win. 

Cuckoo -  I will win. 

Wren -  I will win. 

Eagle -  You won’t win. You are too small 

Wren -  I am small but I have a plan. 

Owl -  Make a line. One, two, three. 

Narrator -  All of the birds began to fly. Up, up they went high into the sky. 

Wren -  I’m tired but I have a plan. I will go onto the eagles back. 

Crow-  I’m tired. I’m not able to fly. 

Narrator -  The crow stopped flying. 

Robin -  I’m tired. I’m not able to fly. 

Narrator -  The robin stopped flying. 

Cuckoo -  I’m tired. I’m not able to fly. 

Narrator -  The cuckoo stopped flying. 

Eagle -  I’m the king of the birds! 

Wren -   You are not the king of the birds! 

Eagle -  I’m tired. I’m not able to fly. 

Narrator -  The eagle stopped flying. 

Wren -  I’m the king of the birds. I’m still flying. I’m the winner! 

Owl - The wren, the wren the king of the birds!! 

The end 

 

 

 

 

 



                

 

 Cairde le Chéile – Ag dul ar saoire –Going on holidays Pgs 62+63   

An samhradh=summer   Chuir Fifí= Fifí put  

hata gréine=sun hat  buicéad agus spád=bucket and spade 

culaith snámha=swimming suit  speaclaí gréine=sun glasses 

sa chás= in the case 

hata gréine= sun hat 

            uachtar gréine= sun cream 

          an t-aerfort= the airport   

  Chonaic said eitléan mór= they saw a big plane 

 Chuaigh an t-eitleán suas sa spéir =  The airplane went up into the sky 

 

 Gaeilge Copy – Caitheamh Aimsire Try these with a parent/older 

siblings! 

 

OR 

 Caitheamh Aimsire 

              Is maith liom…. 

              Ní maith liom….. 

peil Ghaelach – Gaelic football     snámh - swimming      

galf – golf                                    cispheil – basketball 

leadóg – tennis                             damhsa – dancing 

iomáint – hurling                           sacar  - soccer 

rugbaí – rugby 



Pick 2 pastimes that you like and 2 that you don’t enjoy and draw 

pictures of these activities into your copy. Write the sentence underneath it.     

  

 Cairde le Chéile – Ag dul ar saoire –Going on holidays Pgs 62+63   

An samhradh=summer   Chuir Fifí= Fifí put  

hata gréine=sun hat  buicéad agus spád=bucket and spade 

culaith snámha=swimming suit  speaclaí gréine=sun glasses 

sa chás= in the case 

hata gréine= sun hat 

            uachtar gréine= sun cream 

          an t-aerfort= the airport   

  Chonaic said eitléan mór= they saw a big plane 

 Chuaigh an t-eitleán suas sa spéir =  The airplane went up into the sky 

 

 Gaeilge Copy – Caitheamh Aimsire Try these with a parent/older siblings! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SESE 

Small World –  

 Where does light come from? Page 83 (Geography/Science)  

                                     

 Life Cycle of the Butterfly, The Butterfly Bush Pgs 81+82 (Science) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kZD6rlSLUw *Life cycle of the butterfly 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBTi0KwNHP8 *Butterflies on the Butterfly bush 

 

 

OR 

Explore with Me - 

History: The Submarine and John Philip Holland.  

           p.79 Explore With Me. Read the story and answer the  

           questions. 

         ( Remember you can use edcolearning.ie to see the  

         slideshows) 

            Geography: Water Conservation p.80 

            Talk about how water might be wasted in your home and  

            how you could prevent this.              

 

P.E. 

 

Keep as active as possible. Try to do at least 60 minutes of exercise every 

day! 

 Don’t forget your 10@10! 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kZD6rlSLUw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBTi0KwNHP8
https://www.edcolearning.ie/


 

Religion 

 Grow in Love Pages 44+45 (see story) 

                           If you google – growinlove.ie and click ‘log in’ 

                           Where it asks for email – trial@growinlove.ie 

                           Password – growinlove 

If you then go into second class – Theme 8, Lesson 1 and listen to the story 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:trial@growinlove.ie


ART 

Here are some art activities you might like to try one of them this week! 

Hopefully you will have these materials at home!  

 Folding paper to make a butterfly https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phY05EEJXJM 

 
 Try some rock painting. It is a good idea to draw the butterfly with 

pencil on the rock before painting it. Remember butterflies are 

symmetrical! 

 
 

 You could print or draw this template and design your very own 

butterfly! 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phY05EEJXJM


 

 

 

 


